KRYPTUS kNET
NETWORK HSM
- Performance (up to 10.000 TPS RSA 2048 bits)
KRYPTUS kNET is a FIPS certified network attached Hardware Security

- FIPS 140-2 Level 3 (EFP/EFT)

Module (HSM) that fully secures critical applications by protecting keys and

- ICP-Brazil MCT7 NSH3

sensitive processes with top tier and highly scalable performance (up to

- Secure Code Execution capabilities
Highlights

10.000 RSA 2048 transactions per second). By being completely interoperable

- Separation in Virtual HSMs (up to 50)

and flexible for customizations, kNET allows a simple and seamless

- Remote management

integration with existing applications, while ensuring a safe execution of

- High Availability (hot-swap dual power supply, dual Gigabit

tailor-made functionalities and enabling a multi-tenant environment, which

Ethernet)

all contribute to the reduction of expenditures for implementation and

- Load balancing available

system expansions. Prepared for high-availability environments, kNET is a

- KMIP (Key Management Interoperability Protocol) native

perfect fit for PKI, IoT, Cloud, Payment and Blockchain applications.

support (no drivers required)
- One model fits all

kNET is delivered as a fully featured state-of-the-art hardware and features

- Ready for Post Quantum Computing

can be increased later by download.

- HSM software simulator for POC and Application
Development

SECURE CODE EXECUTION
Kryptus kNET HSM enables customers to run their code in a
tamper-proof environment, protecting the application logic and
any critical security parameters. The application is verified by
the HSM for its integrity and authenticity before each execution,
ensuring that it has not been compromised or modified in
any way. Once verified, the application has privileged access
to its private objects, which can not be accessed by external
applications.

VIRTUAL HSMs
The ability to create Virtual HSMs (up to 50) running within
the kNET hardware enables real insulation in multi-tenant
scenarios, separating key-sets, stakeholders, and application
in the most secure way.

TECHNICAL SPECS
FEATURES AND SERVICES

CRIPTOGRAPHY

- Multi tenant: Up to 50 VHSMs
- Load balancing and high availability support
- Local and remote management via GUI (Windows, Linux, OS X)
- Authentication modes available: smartcard,
USB token + PIN, User + Password
- Second-factor authentication (TOPT, HOPT)
- Software simulator for development and evaluation
- Secure execution of customer code
- SNMPv3 monitoring and traps

Asymmetric:
- RSA (up to 8192 bits), DSA, ECIES, ECDSA (NIST and
Brainpool and secp256k1 curves), EdDSA (Curve25519,
Ed448-Goldilocks and E-521) and more
Symmetric:
- AES, 3DES, DES, AES-GSM, and more
Hash/HMAC/Message Digest:
- MD5, SHA-1, SHA-2, SHA-3, and more
Payments:

ESPECIFICAÇÃO FÍSICA

- DUKPT, PIN Translate, PIN Reformat, TR31

- 19” 1U form factor
- 1 x USB ports (Smart-Card, Token)
- Dual hot-swap power supply (100~240V), 50-60 Hz
- Dimensions (HxWxL): 44.42 x 486 x 360 mm
- Weight: 6,1 kgs
- Power Consumption: 60W typical
- Operating and storage temperature: 0°C – 40°C
- Relative Humidity: 5% to 95% (38°C) non-condensing
- Tamper-evident seals on external enclosure
- Tamper-detection of external enclosure opening
- Other physical specification options available upon request

APIs
- Native KMIP – No drivers needed
- PKCS#11
- Java (JCA/JCE)
- Microsoft CNG / CAPI
- OpenSSL Engine
- Integração com C++/, Java, Python e JavaScript
- Microsoft EKM

CERTIFICATION AND COMPLIANCE
INTERFACES
- FIPS 140-2 level 3+ (EFP/EFT)
- ICP-Brasil MCT7 NSH3
- PCI Compliance
- Common Criteria EAL 4+ augmented AVA_VAN.5 and
ALC_FLR.3 eIDAS (EN-419-221-5)*

- 2x RJ45 Network Interfaces - 10/100/1000 Mbps
- Front-panel LCD Display
- Front-panel Serial Console Port
- USB port
- Other interface options available upon request

SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE

ADDICTIONAL FEATURES
- kNETTDE: Real-time encryption and decryption of
JDBC or ODBC connections
- kNETETL: Manipulate database and
transform open text to cipher
- kNETSDK: APIs in various programming languages
for integration with any system
- kNETFileProt: Transparent encryption of
unstructured files
- kNET InDB: Transparent encryption of columns and
automation of encryption processes
- kNETCentral: Single centralized web console for
managing and viewing system metrics and indicators

- FCC and RoHS

RELIABILITY
- Field serviceable fan tray and dual-swap power supplies

PERFORMANCE
- Up to 10.000 RSA 2048 transactions per second
- Stores up to 2,5 million de objects

*In certification process
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